
A NEW WAY TO INFORM

32", 46" LCD MONITOR

AIRTANK OUTDOOR series

AL SIGNAGE SOLUTIONSDIGIT
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DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOLUTIONS

LCD industrial
panels for a 24/7
continuous working

The monitors have been designed for public information
applications in critical environments, such as Railways
stations, Bus or tramways stations, Hubs, Subways
stations, Public information nad Digital Signage
system for outdoor, and generic displays located under
critical weather conditions.

These environments require a high protection level to
avoid reliability problems generated by dust, water and
humidity which can strongly reduce the lifetime and/or
the device's functionality.

Special anodised
aluminum alloy
structure with an
(IP54 or IP66)
compliance

Internal
passive cooling
with any
external
airflow
exchange
available over
specific
versions

Special
Compass-
opening,for
an easy
single user
maintenance

ANTIGLARE or
SUNSTOP front
laminated
protective glasses

frontal LANDSCAPE view

frontal PORTRAIT view

side PORTRAIT view

HIGHLIGHTS & PERFORMANCES

STRUCTURE
- IP66 antivandalic, ruggedIsed structure, anodized aluminum cabinet, with

special internal passive cooling with no external airflow (available on 32"/46"
700 cd/sqm versions)

- special hermetic IP66 multi-connections box for easy inputs connections
(available on 32"/46" 700 cd/sqm versions)

- continous 24/7 operations
- special vertical/horizontal Compass Opening, for easy maintenance (provided

by means of a single user)
- special brackets included (only for the 46" models)
- ANTIGLARE (for 700 cd/sqm panel) or SUNSTOP (for 1.500 cd/sqm panel)

front laminated protective glasses
- ANTI-CONDENSE proof
- worki ng temperature from -5° up to + 35°C, optionally upgradable to -20°

by using heater syst em
- HB High Brightness versions immune from isotropic effect, ready for sun

direct application

SOFTWARE
- theft/vandal shock sensor
- complete STANDARD DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE including:

- overtemperature automatic shutdown
- ON/OFF control (via RS 232 protocol), controls over internal temperature,
fans function (on/off), ambient light sensor (auto-dimming), shock sensor and
fans regulation (by means of an optional module)

- complete ADVANCED DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE (only over integrated PC i2703
module), and by means of a dedicated SNMP protocol and Checkview local
software for diagnostics, including:
- ambient light control (autodimming),
- control for internal voltages, backlight, fans status and regulation, shock sensor

ARRANGEMENTS
- with/without PC module (standard versions)
- internal VGA/HDMI extender (on special project request)

OPTIONS
- capacitive Touch Screen system
- integrated heater (up to -30°)

AIRTANK
LCD

OUTDOOR
series

INTEGRATED PC versions:

AIRTANK 32 IP66 - PC 330
AIRTANK 46 IP66 - PC 330 - 700
AIRTANK 46 IP54 - PC 330 - HB* 1500 H
AIRTANK 46 IP54 - PC 330 - HB* 1500 V
AIRTANK 46 IP66 - PC I3 - 700
AIRTANK 46 IP54 - PC I3 - HB* 1500 H
AIRTANK 46 IP54 - PC I3 - HB* 1500 V

(*) HB: High Brightness

standard versions:

AIRTANK 46 IP66 - 700
AIRTANK 46 IP54 - HB* 1500 H
AIRTANK 46 IP54 - HB* 1500 V
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